life there below. A desperate call was sent out to the blacksmiths of Rome.
A grand chain demanded—links the thickness of your leg. And desperate
was the hurry at the forge to keep the great sculptor's monumental
grandeur way up there long enough to do its deadly work upon the
imaginations of subsequent generations of by no means stupid men.
Well, the blacksmith's chain was finally secured, fastened round the
haunches of the great dome that had been impulsively lifted so high above
its natural bearings (but nevertheless lifted to immortality) by our hero,
the great sculptor. As an architect, I can imagine the relief with which the
sculptor crawled back to bed when the obliging and competent blacksmith
had made all secure, and slept for thirty-six hours without once turning
over.
This ponderous anachronism thereafter proceeded to project other con-
tinental domes, finally our own national Capitol. Then on it went down-
ward to the domes of our various state capitols—some forty-eight of them?
And then to the lesser domes of county courthouses. From them it went
on down to the little domes of the minor city halls. There the accepted
symbol, saved by the blacksmith, the accepted symbol grandly stands.
Seen everywhere in this great new country dedicated to Freedom, it
proclaims our debt to a great artist's indiscretion. And see it, too, as
democracy's greatest heritage from the rebirth of architecture in Italy,
called the Renaissance. Our native grando-mania took that form. That's
all. It might have taken any other form, but it happened to take the dome.
Sir Christopher Wren on behalf of England had previously borrowed
the sculptor's dome—and before we got hold of it—but wisely and before-
hand this time, Sir Christopher borrowed the chain for St. Paul's from
the Florentine blacksmith. Amusing record: canny Sir Christopher said
his masonry dome would have stood without the chain! All the same he
did not try it. His caution showed him more a man of sense than his re-
mark showed him competent as an architect.
Worshipping at the false shrine of that dome, Usonia's architects were
more shrewd, even, than Sir Christopher. Our grand masonry domes are
all blacksmith now. They are cast iron shells imitating the sculptor's
masonry, all nicely bolted together at the seams!
So well has the blacksmith arrived that the architect has all but gone
out. Certainly so far as domes go. Whether the poor architect has gone for
a recess or never to return, who can say? We may now honestly say that
unless he comes back converted to the kinetic energy of this age and a true
master of the blacksmith's iron work, seeing it clearly as no imitation what-
soever but seeing it as good and true iron work, there soon will be little use
for him to come back. Here as anyone may see, out of a great sculptor's
sense of grandeur in an art not quite his own arises a tyranny that might
well make the tyrannical skyscraper—our own St. Peter's of the present
hour—sway in its socket, sick with envy.
How dangerous imitation always is! How tragic it always is to allow
authority ever to usurp the functions of validity. That once done, what
Freedom then? Take warning, America.
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